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I’m James McAsh and I bloody love democracy. Without democracy our movement
is stagnant - we need democracy to develop activists and engage the student
body. We have to nurture, defend and extend student democracy on our campuses
and in NUS. That’s why I’m standing to be NUS Vice President Union Development.

Fully funded independent
unions are democratic unions

Participative and diverse
unions are democratic unions

We cannot change students’ lives when unions
are underfunded or when college or university
management is breathing down our necks.
Until our unions are properly funded and independent from their institutions all other UD
projects will only benefit richer HE institutions
at the expense of colleges.

Until I ran a workshop on student democracy at
last year’s Union Development Zone Conference I hadn’t realised how widespread the problems were. Across the country there are half
empty councils and inquorate general meetings,
despite the best efforts of our officers.
Our movement is engaging and diverse, we
need structures that reflect that:

A vote for McAsh is a vote for:
A priority campaign for legally enforced SU
autonomy, working with the VPFE to focus on
colleges, especially those facing regionalisation.
A national minimum standard for SU funding.
Expanded support for unions becoming truly
student-led and independent, and getting
the staff-officer relationship right.

“

McAsh has been a phenomenal supporter of
colleges in Scotland. He has a genuine
understanding of what they need and the
reason behind their consistent underfunding.
A vote for McAsh is a vote for parity
between FE and HE.

”

Graeme Kirkpatrick
NUS Scotland (Vice President Education)

A vote for McAsh is a vote for:
Working with section and liberation officers to
ensure that their priorities are at the heart of
officer and staff training.
Research into participative models of student
democracy, and support for its implementation.
Student Union Evaluation Initiative (SUEI)
focusing more on student democracy.
A strategy for engaging societies and sports
clubs in all areas of SU activities.
Research and benchmarking of SU resources
given to liberation, international students,
and diversity more generally.
Using NUS Digital to engage a whole new
range of students.
Support for smaller unions to send delegates
to NUS events.

Active and community-focused
unions are democratic unions

My achievements
Edinburgh
As President, three-year trustee and
committed activist I have:

The student movement is built on the work of
our activists, whatever they call themselves. We
need activists who are not only enthusiastic and
dedicated but who are also critical and selfaware. Activist development is not just practical
skills, or a weekend in London, it’s a constant
process of empowering students to question
the way that our society is run.

Implemented new democratic structures and refocused the SU to be more
student-led.
Quadrupled liberation funding.
Coordinated a successful response to
a last minute disaffiliation campaign.
Led a mass student occupation for
increased library opening hours, engaging a new generation of activists.

A vote for McAsh is a vote for:
Training for thousands of students in campus
organising - we can win on free education and library
hours and have strong societies and sports clubs.
Broad based training taking the best from each
Zone, Liberation Campaign and Section.
Student Union Evaluation Initiative (SUEI)
focusing more on student democracy.
Cheaper FE Leadership, accessible to the Nations.
Investigate the effects of HEAR on participation in sports and societies, particularly in
relation to widening access.
Support for putting underused union space
to work for the benefit of the community.
A national strategy for unionising working
students and organising shop steward training on campus.
City-wide student forums building on the
success in Edinburgh and elsewhere.

A democratic NUS

Nationally
Through NUS Union Development Zone
Committee and the NCAFC I have:
Led the Scotland-wide campaign to fix
fees for international students.
Ran training workshops on democracy
at Zone Conference and Activism 2012.
Organised the Scotland-wide occupation against RUK (Rest-of-UK) fees.

“

McAsh has always shown an immense amount of
knowledge and enthusiasm for all that the UD Zone
stands for. From democracy to student activities
he has what it takes to be an incredible VP UD

”

Vicki Baars - NUS Vice President (Union Development)

There is one union that desperately needs devel- A vote for McAsh is a vote for:
opment – our national union. National Conference
Resources for NEC to better support campuses.
is confusing, tiring and unrepresentative. Last
Gender balanced delegation entitlements.
year 1500 people were entitled to come to
Rebuilding Zone Conferences from scratch on
conference but only 800 did. Zone Conference is
the basis of diversity and mass participation.
similar: overwhelmingly HE sabbs, very few
Bolstered staff support for liberation in the nations.
people from colleges. We need a national union
A bigger, more diverse and longer conference.
that is accessible and inclusive. The direction of
Fairer affiliation fees – proportional to union income.
the student movement needs to be decided
transparently and democratically; not simply by a This manifesto is avaliable in
few officers sitting on obscure committees.

other formats, just get in touch

Proudly standing as a NCAFC candidate. Find out more about our candidates: anticuts.com/elections

